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aware of them. So, I was walking past them and
this boy calls out, 'You aint diesel son.' I looked
at him like, 'girl, please'. I said nothing, but I did
wave at them like, whatever. After doing that,
something told me to turn around and I turn
around and there is this big trash bag flying at
me. I duck that and the guy picks up another
trash bag and throws that one at me. I duck that
one and he has this spay can in his hand-I think
he just finished tagging something-he looked at
me and I just said to myself, Kevin, this is not
going to be cute. I stood there and he has that
can in his hand and he throws it at me and I just
duck and it goes on past me. His boys are goof-
ing on him and it's kind of like a peer pressure
thing. So he said, 'No, no, no, I'm going to get
you faggot.' He's walking towards me and I'm
backing up and I said to myself, 'Let me get into
the street because the cars are coming down'. I
literally thought he wasn't going to go that far,
but he calls for his guys, they then disappear.
They were nowhere to be found. I kept walking
in the street and someone grabbed me from
behind, pulled my arms back and someone else
hit me in the back-I had my purse they weren't
taking my purse.

~mI1l1Ml~l1hm1:'lmtlm~f!ta.. . . . . .. ..
KA: Yeah, it was because I was gay. What do
you think it was for? These boys were out to kill
me and that was it. Now, did they go out that
night to randomly go beat up any kind of per-
son? I donit know that story. All I know is they
had no remorse when they kicked me on the
head over 30 times. I know that these 'brothers'
of mine felt like they were controlling the situation
called 'The World' and at that moment in time
they thought they were going to cancel out what
they didn't want to see or what they thought was
negative. There's nothing random about a gay
bashing, you can feel the heat in their bodies,
you can see the rage in their faces, you can see
them turn into something that's not human.

KA: I thought they were 30,000 of them. All of
this happened between a minute or three. Now I
know there were four of them.

• •
KA: I think they told on themselves.

--.- ..~.. • •.... e-.
KA: There were people who identified them. No
one tried to help.

~~I!IJ1l1M~~~~•• • • •.... e- ••

KA: Because it's New York-dso, it was the first
time something like this happened to me-my
mouth is big but this was one time in my life that

I kept my mouth shut. If I would have said
thing they would have killed me. I really
believe that.

I. • - •• ..... ......
KA: God has a plan for me. I don't try to lale
it. What I'm learning from therapy is to a
what has happened, and to not allow it to
fest as my fault. This was an ad brought
me.

• •• • .. ...
KA: A range of things. Just not knowing
eating yourself. I think the true sheer fad
asking me this question promoles discrimln
I am so sick and tired of the negative. We
to concentrate on the prize no maHer what
This picture is so big and we need to love
hug and tolerate each other and fallow th
with it.

KA: It's not called lack its called doing the
thing. If the Black community would stop It
the categories and just go back to the
bible class and love thy neighbor~IV8I'YII1i
would be all right.. ... . ..
KA: I'm working on my album, Misler Piece,
there's a line of pumps coming out called
Aviance.

At the end of this interview, it was as tholl
had conneded on a different level. I
being a legend, a giant untouchable
he was more human and tongible,
had connected with and felt closer to. I
as he left, with as much Rair as he arri
he was correct with his thoughts, and
one who applies his or herself can
strong an inRuence as he has. Kevin A .
belief in personal greatness is possibly the
advancing the gay movement to where it
to be.

. ..



He knows he has HIV. He doesn't know
his HIV puts him at risk for kidney disease.

Ask your doctor about your risk factors and the impact
that HIV and its treatment may have on your kidneys.



••

,
•

"! don't have anything against gay people,
but I'm not gay." If I hear that statement
uttered from the lips of a heterosexual, a
celebrity, or a celebrity posing as a hetero-
sexual one more time, I'm liable to scream
and try to hurt somebody. '1',Jf# It; WJIII
t;PMJt. tIP.

Every time I see· or hear someone make
statements like that not only does it piss me
off, but it makes me want to speak even
louder than I'm usually propelled to do. The
statement itself insinuates that there is some-
thing 'wrong' or disgustingly disturbing
about 'gay people. At the same time it
always seems as if the person saying the
words actually DOES have a problem with
gay people. It's as if they're saying, "I'm
cool with y'all, as long as you keep that
quiet, keep it over there, and don't get any
on me." My life, your life, OUR
LIVES are just as sacred,
meaningful, and valuable
as anyone else. '1',Jf# It;

WJIII t;PMJt. tIP. That's not what most of

us have been taught, however.

cousins, who've in turn had conversations
with their parents, who have in turn have
conversations with their siblings, and my
grandmother. When I stop and think about
how uncomfortable things became recently
when I had a discussion with my mother
about wanting to inform my family about
my HIV status, I feel stifled. The conversa-
tion was one that produced tears, honesty,
challenges, and numerous uncomfortable
silences. '1'JIIt; It; WJIII t;PMJt. tIP. This is

why I want to speak up to my own relatives,
not only about my HIV status, and Brave
Soul Collective, but also about my
sexuality. They all may know, but most of
them never got that information directly
from me, which means that there's a 99.9%
chance that they didn't get the
whole accurate story.

Granted, not everyone wishes to be com-
pletely open about things such as sexuality
and especially HIV status. I respect, under-
stand and honor that fact. Even as honest
and open as I wish to be about some
things, there are still things that I will never
share with anyone. Not necessarily
because they're shameful, but simply
because they are PRIVATE. What life has
shown me also however is that I also have
the blessing of being able to choose if,
when and how honest I wish to be. There
are times when it's necessary for me to
open my mouth, set someone straight (no
pun intended) and remind them that just
because they don't spot what they think is a
gay person, they are indeed in the pres-
ence of one who gives and demands just as
much respect as they do.

"Suffer in silence, don't air your dirty laundry
in public, what happens in the family stays in
the family" .... take your pick. All of these are
old adages that carry with them an under-
lying message. I can't speak for anyone
but myself, but being afforded the same
rights, privileges, and respect as a hetero-
sexual person is of the utmost importance to
me. I happen to one who believes that one
of the only ways to ensure that becomes a
reality is for me to be visible, open, and up
front, about who I am, when I need to. Even
within the context of my own lineage, there
are people in my family-aunts, uncles,
cousins, grandparents who still don't know
that I am HIV positive. I'm told that they all
know I'm same gender loving, as a result of
conversations that I've had with some of my

We can speak or be spoken for. '1',Jf# It;

WJIII t;PMJt. lIP. I don't seek to speak for

all gay/same gender loving black men. I'd
never be so narcissistic as to think that I
could accurately do so. However, at the
same time what I've witnessed over the last
8 months since BSC's inception has been
something miraculous. I've seen the ele-
ment, the energy of truth that we have car-
ried with us multiply and spread. It's like we
speak, and other people, especially a lot of
us other same gender loving black men feel
like they then have the courage to do the
same. '1',Jf# It; WJIII t;PMJt./IP.

I know that there are a lot of things to con-
sider when looking at disclosure of sexual
preference, and/or HIV status, but I also
have seen how powerful and liberating
these types of disclosure can also be.

As long as people feel like they have the
right to deny someone their experience of
existence based on religious beliefs, t'u:
t;PMJt. tIP. As long as members of our

community like
Kevin Aviance,
Rashawn
Brazell, Dwan

Prince, Sakia Gunn and most recently
Michael Sandy are subjected to violence
as a result of hatred, fear and homophobia,
t'u- t;PMJt. tIP. Being black, gay/same

gender loving, and male (and also HIV pos-
itive) is challenging enough without having
to feel like you have to BE something to,
and for everyone else. If there's one thing
that the last two years of my life (with HIV)
have taught me, it's that life is sacred, and
not to be taken for granted. I've just decid-
ed by now that if I'm not livin my life for
ME, I ain't livin. Call me defensive, call me
opinionated, call me an activist, call me
what you want, - I'll be all of that while
I'm here if it means that I can be proud of
who and what I am (while I'm here).

-- -------------------~
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A decade aqo in 1776. Emanuel Xavier
turned hi.:;life around from a life of pros-
titution and druq dealinq to become one
of the rnoet .:;iqnificant voices to emerqe
from the spoken word movement The
openlu qou Latino poet bee slnce pub-
hshed two poetru collecuons. PierQueen
and /vrnencono. edited a cntrcollu
acclaimed ontholoou bullets (:;
Butted Iies queer spoken word poetru
and a soon-to-be-reprtnted eernt-outobt-
oqrophtcol cult dossrc novel. Chri.:;tllke
Hi.:;work hcs oleo been featured everlj-
where from Urban Latino to the lornes
'¥'hite P1eviewto Genre.

He hoe appeared on televrston os a
quest host of In The Life on PB0.per-
formed severol nrne s on P1u.:;.:;ell
.simmon.:; preeents Def Poetrlj on HBO,
co-storred in the feature film. The .ski
Trip. on LOGO and just qot octlnq cred
dornq backqround work on Law (:;Order
on NBC He will oleo be .:;een in the inde-

: pendent film. beuond The '¥'all.:;.due out
: next ueor.
·
: Emanuel Xavier i.:; oleo the vrsronoru
: qenrus behind The Glam .slam. the
• annual NK event which cornoines ele-

mente of poetru slorn competition.:; with
ballroom culture He founded the House
of Xavier. a collective of ortrsts. os a trib-
ute to the ball scene which nurtured him
durinq hi.:;decadent post with the sup-
port of qood fnende such cs '¥'illi Ninja

: In the epmt of the beatnik poets. when
: Emanuel Xavier i.:;not reodinq a poem
: at a local protest or volcino hrs politicol
: thouohts. he can be toundchorinc hi.:;
: unapoloqetic word.:; everljwhere from
: the NUljOriCan f'oets Cafe to P1ikerO.:;
: lslond Pri.:;onto Colombto Univer.:;itlj and
: around the countru He hcs worked
: ocnvelu with queer and home less uouth
: and lent hi.:; name to menu beneftts
• throuqhout the ljear.:; and even put .:;ev-

erol toqether himself for orqoruzotrons
such os the Latino Corrrrueeron on AID.s.
Youth Enrichment .service.:; and the
'¥'orld Trade Center Di.:;a.:;ter P1elief
Fund (the latter of WhiCh brouqht out
everuone to the stoqe from Claire
Donee to Oecor Hijuelo.:; to Lou heedl
For all of thts ond ':;0 much more. he i.:;
recipient of the Mar.:;ha A Gomez
Cultural Heritaqe Award and a NYC
Council Citation.

All of these occorr-oltehmente neorlu
ended a ueor oqo when he wa.:;brutollu
attacked on the otreets of Brooklljn blj a
qroup of more than a dozen teens
in a notonous incident f ortunotelu
Emanuel Xavier manaqed to survtve
once ocoin and i.:;certain to turn these
strucqles into beoutu and continue
shonnq hi.:;poseron with the world



It's one o'clock in the
morning, three days
since we last spoke and
two restless nights that
I've wrestled with my
thoughts.

I have honored your
request that I not call
you to further discuss
the matter and I have
tried so hard not to butt
into your business. But
the look on your face as
you told me of your

decision still haunts me. The look of youthful insouciance I'd often seen on your
face had been replaced by shadows. And though the darkness as it appeared on
your face was unusual, what the shadows represented were not; they were shad-
ows that told of doubt and self-loathing. It was a face I had seen many times on
so many others. You see Marcus, I understand shadows.

That chilly day in the park you told me you had decided to reconsider your sex-
uality. You asked me not to speak, but to listen. And I respected your wish,
instead, looking around the park, the secluded spot you chose and realizing it
was the right place for you at that time, a space so secluded as to protect you
from harm and yet with the open skies above, a space that might grant you ascen-
sion. After you finished your explanation you told me not to expect to see you
very often. Then you stood and walked away.

I watched you walk back to your car smaller and less significant than I have ever
seen you and as gray as the day that framed you. I wanted to cry not only
because a friend was leaving me, but for all the young men and women who have
had to suffer through your pain.

And that 1.5 WhLJ,mLJ friend. I have decided to
write thrs letter. I can no longer stand by and watch the debasement
of another of my brothers or sisters. I want to give you food on your journey,
and I hope the bread I offer will grant you strength along the way. It will prob-
ably be the only sustenance you will receive. Marcus, here are some thoughts I
want you to carry:

It is no doubt you've been told you are an aberration, a smear on the course of
humankind. Don't believe it. You are not an aberration. You are a component
of nature and its tendency to vary in its makeup.

Your homosexuality is no more exclusive than the difference in height between
an NBA player and a jockey; or those who might have a natural tendency
towards obesity as compared to some who cannot for the life of them gain
weight; it is no different than those who are born to function primarily with their
left hand while others who cannot function with hands at all; or those who have
near incomparable physical strength and those whose frailty allowed them to
live only for a day.

In nature's tendency towards diversity we have been
given people whose minds mainly grasp abstractions
while others, logic. It is the will of the force of
nature that deals in diversity, just look around at the
different races that people this planet. If nature can
offer such diversity, why then would it not offer
homosexuality as a complement to its course? Your
homosexuality is no less an aberration than merely
difference.
'Ah, but those other differences don't cause pain "

they might tell you, but don't fall for that either,
because neither does your homosexuality. The pain
is caused by bias, not your sexual nature. It's the
same pain that once made some cry out that the phys-
ically challenged be thrown to the wolves, or that the
existence of other races be the agent behind social
woes.

Sadly, it's never their own pain they choose to see,
the pain brought on by their social or personal mal-
adies, instead they choose to make others the source
of their discomfort. Even the fact that you, my
friend, are asked to 'reconsider your sexuality' shows
the extent to which such people will go in order to
form a fragile matrix in which to house their own
short comings.

And do not let those who oppose you lump you into
the category of rapists and molesters either. They
will often try to do that. Rapists and molesters harm.
Heterosexual and homosexual rapists and molesters
cause harm, not heterosexuality and homosexuality
in and of themselves.

There are those who will tell you your sexual orien-
tation is unnatural, but don't buy into that way of
thinking. Your homosexual orientation developed as
a course of nature, it was not artificially induced.
Therefore it is natural.

Quite often, what is really meant by those who might
use the terms, 'unnatural', or 'not normal', is that
your sexual orientation does not match that person's
moral beliefs. In fact, the words 'natural' and 'nor-
mal' are terms that deal primarily with matters of
biological occurrence and measurement, more than
moral ideology.

But the implications ofthis argument go further than
it appears; its basis is the same as the reasoning that
your sexual nature (and only yours, mind you,
because in their view heterosexuality is not to be dis-
sected) is one of choice. It's the implication that
since it is choice and not of nature, it is not of God;
therefore it can be (and should be) undone.
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You even told me your sister suggested you might not be homosexual, but are
simply trying to fit a fad. Only you know the truth. Only you know the depth
and the history of your feelings. It is you, and only you, who know whether or
not you chose to be homosexual; and I know, given the pain you have gone
through most of your life, you probably wouldn't have chosen to be homosexual,
though please, love who you are just as you love the skin you're in. It is the gift
God gave you. It's called Life. Yours.

heoordir«; rnorolttu When we think of morality we think of
inflexible codes of conduct. But, in fact, our moral precepts are not so inflexible,
they can be very pliant. History has shown us that. For instance, the difference
between the moral standards that once viewed women as an adjunct to mankind,
or ones that supported the belief of the inferiority of black people to whites are
vastly different than moral standards of today. So be aware when someone
declares you a moral miscreant.

Morality can be used to protect and enlighten in the most divine way, or it can be
actualized as an agent of great harm and destruction. To be safe when consider-
ing matters of morality, Marcus, accept those things in life that do not harm your-
self or others, and ones that nurture and create a positive energy for yourself and
your environment.

So unless it can truly be proven that being gay works against this positive force,
then by all means embrace it with the warmth it deserves no matter what others
might think. "

Now, often this is when discussions of God and religion come into play. I'm sure
I don't have to remind you of those talks. But what I will tell you is this: God is
an abstract concept that humankind has honed to explain phenomena (matters
such as being, death, circumstance, etc) that govern life. And there are many
views, all of which claim divine providence. To say the concept of God is an
abstraction is not to say It doesn't exist. I, for one, believe God does exist. It's
just that our ability to fully understand God is greatly lacking. It is very difficult
to understand something that cannot be fully realized as fact.-_._----
Even to the point that we have come to apply anthropomorphic terms to describe
God speaks of our desire to come to terms with It. And you know what Marcus?
We can come to terms with It, but we cannot explain It. We cannot explain or

understand something so powerful, so infinite as God.

Beyond it all, this is where faith comes into play. Notice, I said 'faith', not
'belief'. So many people profess to have faith when all they really have is belief.
Someone once described belief as wishing things to be as you are told they should
be, and faith as a letting go of expectation, to be able to throw your arms open
and accept what is not known or understood. Our beliefs are shaped by cultural,
political and to some degree, personal influence, but very little faith. Marcus, let
go of the fear and grab hold oflove, and you'll be all right.

FlnallLj. reqardinq God I can't leave this discussion without
addressing the old catch phrase that God does not condone homosexuality.
Challenge them to prove it.

I mean, really, since God is omniscient, then He knew you were going to be gay.

At this point you will probably be challenged with the notion of 'free will' as
grace from God. Okay, that's cool, but if He punishes us for our choice then free
will was not given out of grace. And anyway, what need is there for something
that has all that divine power to allow free will anyway? Is it a divine joke? He
has all this power (remember, He is also omnipotent) and yet He sets people up
to become what they should not be and then punishes them?? Ideas like this sim-
ply make no sense.

We can use the same old beliefs, borne, again, of culture and politic or we can
turn to a faith that liberates us from such precepts and simply embrace the idea

that everyone has the right to become self actualized towards a spirit that causes
no harm to self or others, a nurturing spirit. Love. Personally, I choose to walk
a spiritual path (failing sometimes as humans do), than a religious one. The two
are not the same because religion is man-made and is prone to all the influences
I stated above, while spirituality is the essence of God. Many seek religion
(earthly power), but few seek spirituality.

Another argument used to oppose homosexuality is that it causes the destruction
of the family and shuns procreation. First of all, if a family is firmly entrenched
in love it will not allow the fact that one of its members is gay destroy it. If it
does, then it needs to re-evaluate its shortcomings because matters of diversity as
well as adversity will always arise within the family structure.

I\nd reqardinq the whole procreation thine, this
point of view assumes if those of us who are homosexual act on our nature, then
everyone will become homosexual and procreation would cease. (What???)
Marcus, everyone would not become homosexual if someone who is homosexu-
al chooses to live his or her life. Humans are not that monolithic. Besides, if pro-
creation is the prime reason for the validation of existence, then we are all in step
to miss the fullness that makes us human. I believe the positive growth of our
individual spirit (one imbued in love) is the prime agent of our lives, not the
extension of the physical self. And what about matters of over-population and
adoption anyway?

Furthermore, ifmy understanding of biology serves me correctly, the propagation
of life is a powerful force. How do we know that sexual intercourse is really
needed to achieve it anyway? All living beings don't engage in sexual intercourse
in order to procreate. Who is to say humans, if given the fate of the cessation of
intercourse would no longer generate offspring? Maybe it would happen through
cellular division as it does in some life species on this planet? It may sound far
fetched, but so is the notion ofImmaculate Conception.

Anyway, does God really need to implement the notion of copulation to achieve
population? Remember He is omnipotent; maybe an infrequent blink of His eye
would bring into being a life. Just another mystery never to be solved.

1\ final word about forntlu it has long been high time to
redefine the concept of 'family'. It's been done before (for example, the
Industrial Revolution), so why not again? The strongest glue to hold together a
family is love.

Love. The best definition oflove I've ever heard is: "The will to extend one s
self for the purpose of nurturing one s own or another s spiritual growth. " (M.
Scott Peck, 'The Road Less Traveled'). Marcus, love yourself. Seek this kind of
love from others. Demand it so you might know it. Only then will you be able
to live it. Listen, you have all the right in the world to seek the nurturance of your
spirit free from the whims of others. Love yourself. Don't get caught up in the
games people play in their attempt to gain dominance over your life; it's been
done to many throughout the ages.

When you learn to love yourself, you are able to love others, and you grow
beyond the borders of religious doctrine and demagoguery towards a true spiritu-
aljourney. You become open to wondrous things about your life, about Life peri-
od. You become the person God meant you to be.

In the end, 'The Mystery' we call Life will probably always continue, and will
probably never be understood, and that's okay. You see the 'The Mystery' is not
as scary as it might sound. It is fear that holds most of us captive to lives oftrep-
idation, hatred and inconsequence, not love.

Marcus, I wish you well on your journey. I love you dearly and will always be
in that place waiting for you. You know where to find me, because we have both
been to that place. Remember Love and Faith.







offensive as calling them "a nigger". The two
terms were understood to be roughly equal in
their debasement. Just like "a nigger", being
"a black" was also figured as dirty, nasty,
ugly.

But then something happened. "Its" name?
"Black Power".

People seem to forget that is was the rhetoric
of the civil rights and black power move-
ments of the 1960s/70s which first changed
the debasing connotation of ''being black"
into something politically affirmative. The
then radical and unprecedented concept that
"black was beautiful" marked a major shift in
"blackness" as a term of endearment rather
than debasement. The call to "say it loud, I'm
black and I'm proud" provided a political pre-
cursor to feminist mantras such as "the per-
sonal is political" and queer politics' "we're
here, we're queer, get used to it." The point?
Blackness changed.

WILL (YOU) NIGGAH?

I find it to be an ironic mark of history that at
the dawn of the twenty-first century we now
have black activists who want to shut down
any attempt to embrace the shame of Niggah
even when the very history "blackness" itself
is one of such critical reappropriation.

Just as terms like "butchqueen", "cunt",
"homo", and "faggot" can sometimes be used
as ambivalent yet critical terms of endear-
ment (depending on who's calling who what
and why), it seems as though our very first
step at "getting pass Nigger" might indeed be
starting with Niggah.

ABOUT FRANK LEON ROBERTS

Frank Leon Roberts is a young cultural crit-
ic and scholar from New York City. A grad-
uate of NYU's Gallatin School (B.A., 2004)
and Tisch School of the Arts (M.A., 2005), he
is currently a Corrigan Predoctoral Fellow
(Ph.D.) in NYU's Graduate School of Arts
and Science. Outside of academia, he contin-
ues to be involved politically with Brooklyn's
People of Color in Crisis (Leadership Award
Recipient 2004), the Policy Institute of
NGLTF (Urvashi Vaid Fellow 2003-2004),
The Gay Men's Health Crisis (House of Latex
Project Fellow 2004-2005), and the
National Black Justice Coalition (Founding
Board of Directors). As a commentator on
black popular culture he has appeared on
venues such as the Ricky Lake Show and
MTv, as well as publications such as the San
Francisco Chronicle, Pacific News and Yo!
He also contributes to SGL publications like
CUK, FlavaLife and Rockstar. A native New
Yorker, he lives in Brooklyn, New York., get
used to it." The point? Blackness changed.
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Blood Beats: Vol. 1
Demos, Remixes ft
Extended Versions
by Ernest Hardy

Writing from a critical cen-
ter that is melanin-based/
feminist/ pro-queer/
unabashedly-leftist, LA-
based writer Ernest Hardy
(a Sundance Fellow and
member of the Los Angeles
Film Critics Association
whose work has appeared in
Rolling Stone, Vibe, the LA
Times, the LA Weekly and
more) pens essays, inter-
views and reviews whose
subject matter ranges from
underground hip-hop and
American indie film to mod-
ern French cinema, from
revealing interviews with
Warren Beatty, Meshell
NdegeOcello and Les
Nubians to an essay on gay
rappers and queer rap audi-
ences that pushes beyond
the cliches of the media-
stoked "down-low" phe-
nomenon.

ISBN: 0-9656659-8-4
Specs: Softcover, 218 pp.
Price: $19.95
Pub. Date: May 2006
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Spirited: Affirming
the Soul and Black
Gay/ Lesbian Identity
edited by G. Winston James
& Lisa C. Moore

In Spirited: Affirming the
Soul and Black
Gay/Lesbian Identity,
more than 40 writers
address the question of
how we, as same-gender-
loving black people,
affirm ourselves as sexual
and spiritual people.
These sacred narratives
are a canon for our sur-
vival-holy texts pro-
claiming the divinity of
our lives, the righteous-
ness of our love, and the
sanctity of our being.
Spirited is a must-read
for those on a journey
toward spiritual and self-
acceptance.

ISBN: 0-9656659-3-3
Specs: Softcover, 391 pp.
Price: $16.95
Pub. Date: April 2006
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What's amazing about Ken Jackson, Jr.'s wnnng is his
perspective. In both his books and ftlrns he brings
a passion and energy that both compels the readers/
viewers and challenges then at the same time.

-.
jackson's characters are at once accessible and familiar. The
stories captivate and the plots are so ripe with
messages and imagery that one cannot help
anticipating the next thought, scene, or experience.

Jackson states that he "writes so that people can reach the
[characters] and feel connected to them." He goes on toe
reveal that in some cases aspects of his characters are biographical,
either parts of himself or parts f people he has known and/or loved.
In both the books and films he has fond a strong audience with Black
women, likethe E. Lynn Harris. And at the same time like the beloved
James Earle 'Hardy, he has a unique voice for black gay and bisexual
men (or just men who kick it like that!) and resonates resoundingly with
these men. At the core of his work is his ability to write about issues
without becoming preachy or deciding for the audience how they
should or should not feel or react to the circumstances.
And while there are no pretty pictures, his imagery allows the
reader to create a vast array of images and visual representations
much like Michael-Christopher's graphic artistic cartooning.

In his trilogy, Colorful Matters, Reconcilable Sacrifices, and As if We
Never Met the reader becomes familiar with Kier McBride. Kier is not
your usual brother, nor is he the poster child for the DL Brotha-
but he is at once shown with remarkable depth of personality and
humanity the intricate challenges and issues facing men; particularly
Black men, in a society where they are brought up to believe they are
or should be heterosexual, only. For the first time, through jackson's
books we get to understand the dilemma of brothers who have same

".

By DARRYL

sex attractions and the struggles and challenges they face in coming
to terms with their true sexuality. But, that would be a simple short
story- instead Jackson also depicts in his tales a delicately woven
fabric of personal choices, secrets, pain, pleasure, and obstacles- much
like life itself.

These stories are not one sided. We are treated by Jackson to a full
range of characters and expressions creating a full spectrum of people,
places, ideas, and choices. This is not a series of stories justifying
anything, but instead examining the condition of the human heart and
mind; particularly about intimate and psychological affections.·················................................······

HISII1DICIIOn COIIDIIISIIIIS UP the
qualltv of his work well ...OnPolntl

Jackson states he was "inspired to create films by Faith Trimel
(Black Aura On An Angel) when I met her in Atlanta." Trimel has
been a source of inspiration for many people and is "doing her thing"
and making a difference in the Black gay and lesbian film industry, and
indeed the industry as a whole. This prompted Jackson to open his
worldview and consider filmmaking as an avenue for expression that he
could feel equally passionate about an empowered in.

Jackson states he found his passion for both writing and filmmaking
while on a personal pilgrimage. He states that once he started writing
it "just flowed. I wrote the first two books in six months."

jackson's first ftlrn experience as documentary on the "DL" was
unremarkable but Jackson admits that he did the entire film alone and
realized some valuable lesions in the process. He obviously learned
those well because his film Just Between Us is a wonderful documen-
tary presentation of the evolution of Black Gay, lesbian, Bisexual, and
Transgender criticism and inspiration from leading ftlrnmakers,
writers, and activists in Atlanta, Georgia. He uses his style to tell a
story, again, without telling the viewers what they should think but
challenging them to explore the history (herstory).

Jackson has not stopped, along with relocating to Detroit to care for
his mother, the oldest of five children, he continues to walk on the
edge and push the margins for Black folks who have been missing in
any appreciable way in both literature and film. jackson's recent
projects include the films A Cigarette Moment, and Keith & Greg, ~
stage musical production Birdsong, and a new sitcom/serial Bottoms.
Up. Whatever Ken Jackson, Jr., decides to do you can be sure you will
not be disappointed. He promises to come straight from the heart and
produce images, characters, and stories that represent and expoje th
greatness that is in us as well as the challenges we face everyday as
people trying to make live in this world. His production company
sums up the quality of his work well... On Pointe I •
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You can learn more about Ken Jackson, Jr., and his upcoming product
by visiting www.onpointeproductions.com.



Atricen American Outreach In
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Saturday, Marc

7:30 AM - 5:00

INITIATIVE CONTI UES:
Sunday, March 18,

7:30 AM - 5:00

LOUDERMILK
40 Cou

Atlanta,
// (404)5

For Registration/Information Contact: Linda Felix: LindaFelix511@hotmail.com or Charle
CSHACK1964@yahoo.com

This event is sponsored by the Metropolitan Atlanta HIV Services Planning Council
Models appearing are volunteers. Their identity or HIV status cannot be assumed by their participation.
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Make Plans To Attend The Nation's Hottest & Sexiest Circuit
Memorial Day Weekend In Sunny Miami, Florida

May 24th-28th, 2007
Now Taking Reservation. Visit www.sizzlemiami.com

Remember, if it doesn't say Sizzle, it ain't happening!





PHOTOOILU'HER: Em CoHEN
FASHION DIRECTOR/ STYUNG: ellRTlS DAVIS
STYUNG: SANDRINE FOVUHOvx-HoVCHER
FASHION AssiSTANT: JAJlEL GORDON
GROOMING: JOEL WHINFlI!LD

WENDEll1l'1!ARS BIAZl!R BYJEAN PAUL
GAUTIER, SHIRT BYCHRISTIAN DOla,
TIE BY DKNY, Yl!LVETPANTS BY IABA, SNEAK-

ERS BY CONVERSE, HAT BY DOBBS



BUIO WIOIJ COAT BY LOUIS VUlTTON,
....,. BY lie U., T-SHIRT BY PHILLIPB
COlona., TlB BY AGNBS ., VlNTAGB HAT BY
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By Rice Rollins

It's that hunger for
and success, by his 0
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a very flexible actor, 1 don't think there
is a part that 1wouldn't or couldn't play
as long the script is well written. 1 love
acting; period and good actor doesn't
run from a good role." RL's ideal role

would be anything staring rapper-
turned-actor, Will Smith.

Bond sees himself as a triple to quadru-
ple threat model, actor, singer and rap-
per. He wants it all. He says that he's
currently looking for an agent that can
shop the tO~'package. He's got a demo
being shop ;with the possibility of
opening for . artist at a
major venue.
hadn't come thr
you posted.)

"I want to do my 0
doing Playgirl people
hopefully it will happen soon.
great photographer (he says
so ain't n thing to it but to do it."

ot working on his career
ound working on his

g or the body that he
emple."

front of a camera or
lly I'm in the gym.
fitness or fashion
reat condition. I

In hiS rare time, RL can be
found somewhere courtside of favorite
basketball team- you guessed it, the
Miami Heat rooting on his two idols,
Shaq and Dwayne Wade. If he's not
there, he's curled up on the sofa making
it a Blockbuster night or at the movies
catching the latest flick.

When asked to describe RL Bond in five
words or less, he submitted the follow-
ing: intellectual, handsome, respectful,
loyal and caring; qualities he hopes his
fans see him for years to come.

Bond owns up to bis mistakes but
believes that which doesn't take you ont
will take you up. He say that ha .
survived his own personal belt
taught him that he can do an
fail.
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National Gay and Lesbian

Task Force

Winter Party Fastlval"

80 o s
A World-Class Dance Party

and Cultural & Sports Festival
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Alegria· Ascension· Block & Blue Festivol· BigMuscle.com • Blue Boll
Cherry· Circuit Asia· Circuit Noize • Bevation Goy Ski Week· GreatPartyPics.cam
Heritage of Pride· Homesexual· independence· JustCircuit.com • Manhunt.net

Mark Nelson Events· Mark's South Florida list· One Mighty Weekend
Portylist.com • Purple Party· SoBe Social Club· The White Party

cw
DOUfiLETREE·

SUIU'COMUER HOTtl

Abel (USA) • Roland Belmares (USA)
Victor Calderone (USA) • Twisted Dee (USA)
Eddie Elias (USA) • Wayne G (UK)
Joe Gauthreaux (USA) • Luke Johnstone (UK)
Manny Lehman (USA) • Dudu Marquez (Brazil)
Kate Monroe (Australia) • Tony Moran (USA)
Pagano (Italy) • Kimberly S (USA)
David S (Taiwan)

www.winterparty.com

instinct-
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SOMETHING RUSSIANS HAVE
KNOWN FOR OVER 500 YEARS.

BEST I SHO
2005 WORLD SPIRITS COMPETITION

o SI'OUCHNAYA· RuosIan VOdka. 40% A1c.M>l. 100% Graln ~eutraI Spirits. C2OO6 Imported by Pernod Ricard USA. White PlaIns, NY.


